
 



COSMOGENIC NARCISSISTIC TOXIC KARMIC SYNCHRONISTIC DHARMIC 
 

OPEN YOUR MIND 

Be aware * be strong * be cool * be inspired * be true  ♥  be you * be love 
 

“GOD GAVE US YOUR HOUSE!”  “We’re empty” 

 

‘We’re all one conscious having different experiences’ D. Icke 

 

“You can fool all the people some of the time and some of the people  
all the time, but you cannot fool all the people all the time.” A. Lincoln 

* 

‘His personal fetish, that good health only comes in a syringe!’ 

 

‘Love saves more than any other vaccine that the law would like to 

impose on us, it is the panacea universalis because it is devoid of death: 

‘a - mors’ is in fact its mysterious code, nothing beyond nothing more’  

 

‘A change is gonna come’ Sam Cooke 

Whatever you do, do it with  ♥   

All names, characters, images and incidents portrayed in this book are fictitious.  

No identification with actual persons and places is intended or should be inferred. 

Copyright Disclaimer ~ Under Section 107 of 1976 Copyright Act. 
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Land of the Brave 

The missing link, survival of the fittest, no, it’s about cooperation in Nature ~ 

‘This video has been removed for violating YouTube’s Community Guidelines’. 

The truth about Coronavirus being a hyped-up, false pandemic of mass hysteria. 

People on the beach making necklaces from shells not firing nuclear torpedoes ~ 

Don’t want to learn any more misinformation, covert narcissistic behaviour! 

Found a dead seaweed forest. “Putting out what we are feeling.” It’s freaky! 

Freedom to have a machine gun. Little buggers’ genocide at the Peace river ~  

* 

‘Outside the Shadows’ 

‘The absence of love, look into their eyes!’ 

Man’s a social animal, where’s your heart? 

“No one knows everyone needs to talk about it” 

The Power of money, one of Lakshmi’s blessings. 

With money you give in to that Maya. 

It happens to every human being 

that takes your mind away ~ 

The storm has arrived ~ 

‘Made to suffer or convert!’ 

Peaceful protests against 5 kila g. 

Everyone consults the smart brain. 

Clouds in the sky, watching thoughts 

separately. Don’t give it any energy ~ 

Humanoids… no spiritual stuff ~ dark. 

Having their own ventilators, selling you air! 

“It’s dead simple, I’ll explain how reality works!” 

Tuning waveband ~ switching to a different frequency  
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Nature’s Perfection 

“They’ve Stopped the World!” 

Come on churches hand it all back! 

All turned into expensive blocks of flats. 

Wall St. Terrorists resurrected from Hell. 

‘BRING IN THE VACCINE! 

GET ON WITH IT!’ 

“I don’t do nasty things” Swapping faces. 

Are humans becoming more desensitised? 

Ask Mother Earth not Google, Wikipedia. 

“Always think on the bright side of life” 

No empathy, that’s why they’re here. 

Entities feeding on our vital energies ~ 

“It’s all going as it should be going” 

“Everybody’s door was open ~ 

* 

“I like talkin’ to people” 

They want the people to live in a State  

of Fear, and this is the new one in operation. 

“They told me I was their slave!” “Yes Master!” 

“Load up, load up!” “I’m prepared to be killed. 

I’ll take my stand down a long big snake hole” 

Brainwashed by Hollywood, fake media barons. 

Sold down the river; here to there without a care. 

“It’s an all-night shop but it’s not open all night” 
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Drill Happy 

‘During the Pandemic, the death rate went down in India’ 

Normally six deaths a day on Mumbai trains alone! 

Three cheers for our wonderful Planet Earth! 

‘WIPING OUT POVERTY WITH 5G!’ 

“You want food, water, You do what I say!” 

Torture, lying in that chair meditating, 

out of my body, through the white pain! 

They can make anyone into Darth Vader. 

In court for healing his cancer with cannabis. 

‘‘COMING TO 5G YOU’ 

Can’t go to the well without a vaccine. 

They want to control all the Narrative. 

Sectioned on only one doctor’s opinion. 

“I’m gonna have to close my eyes for this one!” 

* 

DND 

“I was always in the mood for a drink” 

They can sterilise me mate, I don’t give a fuck!” 

All the conspiracies came true at once. 

Take a walk into the mountains 

“Did you take the pill?” 

What do I need it for? 
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Patent 060606 

“There’s big money in this virus!” 

Luciferian logos on the £20 note… 

“They don’t give a fuck about people!” 

‘Cryptocurrency system using humans  

who have been chipped as the ‘miners’  

“We love big brother” Docile Automatons. 

Illuminati cabal, blackout in Vatican City. 

The Pope’s addressing an empty square. 

“The devil is in the fine detail!” 

“Don’t tell my wife” 

* 

Show them no mercy! 

Saudi Arabia to stop flogging but not decapitation! 

It’s not natural it doesn’t resonate with Nature ~ 

‘Love is the greatest vaccine against Toxic entities!’ 

‘Enough for everyone’s need not everyone’s greed!’ 

They’ve big, fat, king sized curried chips on Mars! 

“Mescaline and ecstasy, the perfect couple” 

Getting into the King Kong Zone. 

Sharing being with each other ~ 

‘It’ll be free to the enslaved’ 

Live lightly on the Earth  

Living in a wigwam 

Full Dancing 
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Freak Show 

COVID: Certificate of Vaccine ID. ‘Data bigger than oil!’ 

Big bad Babylon, the Anti-Christ, let’s have some revelation! 

Glastonbury’s festival constituency an alternative perception. 

Earth Consciousness against the diabolic New World Order. 

Police, public servants came with riot shields; we had a swill. 

Moaning like mad now! ‘Bloody Filthy Nuclear Power’ 

The Mings are back! ‘Ding dong, Avalon calling’ 

Decoding radiation reality onto a visible screen. 

“We want to be what we are, end of story!” 

“I’ll have to ask my owner!” 

‘Zoomez sur le droneur!’ 

* 

Free, what is Freedom? 

“You’ll know it when you lose it, if you ever get it back” 

Is everything alright? They’re not causing any trouble! 

Corona pandemic, feels what it’s like living in Palestine! 

Anti-establishment, anti-social behaviour means Expulsion. 

Survival of good over evil, same wild characteristics ~ 

Lost its heart; more Peace and Love man ~ Tripping! 

“We can be heroes just for one day” ~ not putting up 

with this Big Brother, mind-control, corruption shit! 

Rainbow pirate flags flying on the breeze in the bay. 

Children playing with flowers in their flowing hair. 

Glowing Eden has been saved ~ “I love this place” 
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Nurture not Genocide 

Let us rejuvenate * and extinguish this ignorance and greed! 

People are searching for a new direction, away from the pain, 

the way is clear, what the Earth needs, Truth, not acts insane. 

Let's stand up for the rights of life not being divided with strife. 

Let this experience be the light in the darkness, to guide 

us and share our natural force, to bless our children ~ 

How about a RFID-DNA modified designer baby? 

Violence of the ‘green revolution’ Monsanto, Bayer. 

Toxic GMO. Digitals - where are the pollinators!?  

Asking NWO governments to fuck you real good! 

Asking a spiritual therapist how you buy time ~ 

Asking a hot mermaid to heal my murdered soul. 

* 

Digital Blackboards, Magnetoencephalographs 

‘Living as a slave is worse than dying of a virus or vaccine!’ 

“Can you build your own bender with a raised platform?” 

“You are going to be the android when you’re chipped!” 

A strategic resource, data driving AI, predictive policing. 

Let’s generate up the frequency of the whole world, right? 

“I was a slave there until my friend set me free, Thank you”  

Scaremongering in the mass media, nothing about naturally  

boosting your bioenergetic immunity. Sharing your own truth.  

‘Brainwashing TV. the most pernicious virus in your home’ 

‘Sleep walking into your own personal Black Mirror hell’ 

System checks stripping you of your rights and dignity. 

“They have to hate them to do what they do to them!”  

“I love you with every molecule * atom of my heart” 

Shape shifting through the chip ~ our galaxy 
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Inventing Order out of Chaos 

Triggers putting you into a hypnotic trance of fear, from the TV. 

Putting out exaggerated death rates from their computer models. 

Locked down, why can’t you leave your house and go to work? 

22* did you see how many people were out on Brighton Beach? 

Don’t give way to fear, I don’t want a mandatory vaccine thanks. 

Wake up or get the inoculation. Who’s going to follow that Devil? 

Get a shot of Protection, the New normal, for a dose of common flu! 

Sticking an aerial into your DNA downloading into your RNA ~ 

Giving up your power to the Government, taxation extorting you. 

Their magic act acts like they don’t exist with their machine guns. 

Natural law, do you understand that they have no rights over you? 

Indoctrination! No human has authority over you only you have that. 

This is the now, defining moment; how do we deal with each other? 

Will people really come together, or they’ll really freak out ~ 

Do we have a common mission * cellular love vision 

* 

Have to go back to being a Pagan.   <Wikipedia >  

‘In nature worship, a nature deity is a deity in charge of forces of nature  

such as a water deity, vegetation deity, sky deity, solar deity, fire deity or any  

other naturally occurring phenomena such as mountains, trees, or volcanoes.  

Accepted in panentheism, pantheism, deism, polytheism, animism, totemism, 

 shamanism and paganism the deity embodies natural forces and can have  

characteristics of the mother goddess, Mother Nature or lord of the animals.’ 
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Stay Alive  

Bathing in radio waves of 5g, everything being done remotely! 

India makes its own submarines, unfolding in front of you. 

Flew his bride over, the last flight from Amritsar. 

“Who would I shoot here through the head?” 

Losing all your privacy to AI-algorithms. 

Suffering any frenzied frequencies ~ 

Don’t be fearful raise the vibration  

Keep smiling in your heart ~ 

No mind-control programs 

Bot farms, troll factories. 

It’s literally not really. 

Time to feel ~ to heal 

Cosmic Jam * Space 

  * 

EVENT 201 

“Hey Guv they’ve committed no crime their only crime is to be alive!” 

“If you believe the official version, you’ll get the official, final solution George” 

‘The truth is no good if no one will listen’ Make Peace things are gonna change. 

‘He really loved to issue Presidential decrees with appalling human rights results’ 

War orphans living in sewers under the street. Dark covens abusing the vulnerable! 

Church cemeteries very popular with them. Who wants to be a human sacrifice!?  

Most believe in the lies of the media, ‘stop letting people tell you what to do!’ 

It’s common sense if you’ve got any common sense. 

Koalas released back into the wild. 

Ducks in the Pool 
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Cosmic Magic 

Kama is in the temple of his largest existential population. 

Alive, it depends what you want to learn on the Shakti path ~ 

Enjoying everything in the Universe, until it decides to take it back ~ 

Flying Yogis, all that is Maya, why do you want to waste your time? 

Moksha, liberation from the birth-death cycle; matter doesn’t exist! 

You can even be reincarnated as an alien on a celestial planet 

and return to the human plane of self-consciousness. 

Smart dust sucked in through Quantum dots. 

Opening the door into her entangled desires 

* 

Karma * Gates 

The enemy is deep within. Different dimensions of Maya ask Kali. 

‘Satanists reconfiguring our society, our world, they’re taking over. 

Enslavement, no freedom, choice, you have to do what they want!’ 

Have to challenge it now, absolutely! Maneaters on the horizon… 

There’s a conspiracy to commit war, they’re conspiring to do evil! 

Psychopaths, sociopaths in power, that’s what megalomaniacs do! 

‘Narcissism the ethos of this new world order’ Needs to change ~ 

Whenever I’m in a love relationship I’m having a full on 

experience whatever it is! ‘It’s the process not the product’ 

There’s always been poor people and dirty rich bastards! 

A little black, orange frog pissing toxins onto your hand. 

‘Children of the Devil’ is no longer available on Amazon. 

Whatever you do it’s up to you; beware, be aware ~ 

No shame, guilt, sin, blame, fame game. 

It’s illegal to follow an illegal order. 

Carry on 
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A Mystical Mountain 

Kriya Yogis not Yoga teachers or researchers; naked, alone. 

Taking a bath in a glacier, walking, chanting ‘Jai Shri Ram’ 

Brotherhood of the morning star, bringer of light, Shukra acharya. 

Guru of asuras born as humans, residing on Venus, supernaturally. 

They want everything, that quality, not getting stuck, being detached. 

Not letting the senses, emotions rule your life; don’t get trapped, believing 

it’s Yours, chasing the effects that don’t exist, a mirage, the Grand illusion. 

“What are you renouncing if you have never experienced it?” 

Krishna leela, take it easy, playing with Maya  

Tantra’s celebration respecting divine creation 

* 

In the End is Nothingness 

Nothingness is Everything ~ You have to live it. 

‘Coronavirus, all that charas and the borders are sealed!’ 

‘The revolution won’t be televised but it will be retweeted’ 

“They were killing the Planet, now the animals are happy!” 

Monkeys sitting on the road, thrown off their ankle-tag shackles. 

‘One of the most difficult things in life is not to forget who you are’ 

All the phones in all the world turned on are tracking you in real time. 

“Bring me the best-looking chic in the village” 

Building the architecture of oppression. 

Predatory banks, their dollar is dying! 

‘Fear is the weapon of the coward’ 

The Universe threw it out there. 

They set you free. 
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Integrating Van Allen’s Belt Array 

“Who the fuck are you to take away my God given freedom in this living world?” 

Electrification of the Planet, 5g. restructuring your RNA-DNA biochemical self. 

42,000+ satellites passing over head, emitting, irradiating our electrical fields. 

The quality of water, increase your spiritual capacity, don’t be TOXIC! 

Problems when your cells are poisoned in Mother Earth’s fractal. 

Will you be chipped, are you chipped with a Quantum die? 

Authority abusing their powers in the internment camps! 

‘All this hiding in a corner being terrified of each other 

isn’t really our thing, as far as I knew’. 

Buckle up things are getting weird. 

Pachamama’s Cosmic cleansing. 

* 

Part of Gaia’s Grid 

Digital Identification certificates, human implantable toxic capsules 

which will show who has had a vax and who has got shit against them! 

Developing a legal Identity for all, to build a surveilled global community. 

Receiving data; no data you can’t leave the house, work, travel, have a life! 

Done with an immunisation shot, phone tracking, gave me a Quantum dot! 

Computerised records, biometrics of your whole existence, authorised widget #  

for every being under the guise of an Emergency, for your own self-protection! 

Inducing vaccines; what’s the UN’s sustainable goals admit, ID 2020 emitting. 

Artificial Intelligence installed under the threat to our own program-preservation. 

Those nano crystals stay five years under your skin! 

Needed Mother Earth’s reset to rebalance the books! 
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Live Battery Humans 

Invisible technological dye emits infra-red light detected by a smart phone. 

Is there any herd immunity in your cloned, transhumanist, AI society? 

What came out of a level 4 Wuhan laboratory, a biological weapon? 

Or Mother Nature’s hitting you insane psychopaths back with a bat! 

There’s a virus reservoir and You are an animal too, outside the zoo. 

‘100% fatal for pregnant women, putting the corpses in the church’. 

People are being warehoused for profit in private prisons. 

“Once you compress the soil it’s fucked” 

Revelation and the mad Christians! 

We’re all prisoners now! 

* 

Messianic Complex mate 

“Get them nice and hard, harder, harder!” 

Guinea pigs with some of your hysterical friends. 

Genetically engineered, tagged as a herd of livestock. 

‘Microsoft’s ambition to control a global Vac-Id enterprise’ 

What’s the toughest thing you’ve had to experience in life? 

Only an influenza associated death. Engineering it, let it go! 

‘WHO gives him dictatorial control over global health policy? 

The spear tip of corporate neo-imperialism!’ 

People have forgotten what it is to be FREE. 

Primal instinct, it’s either You or Me mate! 

World Bank’s busy issuing Pandemic Bonds 
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Passing off Simulation as Real 

“One of the functions of the Law is to protect  

the interests of the most powerful on Earth” 

War, trading traced back to a CIA run bank! 

Deputised so you can never open your mouth. 

Then came the Patriot Act, the profits of death!  

Let go of all the attachments and find Peace. 

People appreciating simple, natural life ~ 

Happiness is inside you. 

* 

And who is WHO? 

Living hand to mouth, three meals away from anarchy ~ 

Transhumanism; “I’m a willing slave and they’re very evil” 

The Silicon Valley mafia, global fake media, lies for public diet. 

AI-Information, terrified of the truth being realised, controlling ~ 

Perspectives and behaviour. Cause and Effect. Who wants a virus? 

Three billion people living under house arrest, dictated to by WHO? 

Who’s controlling all the mass hysteria, fear and panic interpretations? 

Let’s stay cool it’s not that bad overall. Algorithmic codes manipulating 

the internet, social media, world communications, laws, RFID censorship. 

Shutting down the truth, and human isolation from everything, everyone! 

“I don’t like the rules and restrictions, some jobsworth telling me what to do” 

School, no more teaching, interaction with a real person, feelings as you do, 

has an immune system, living in front of a screen, consuming plastic food. 

Don’t panic, don’t panic! “They don’t know what the truth is” 

‘If you can’t control what goes into your body that’s fascism’ 

“We had a guide, but it was his first day on the job” 

At the psychedelic summit 
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Didn’t they Crucify him!? 

Resurrected, reincarnated, do your own magic. Goddess, 

offering a hibiscus flower, black grapes and a cup of milk. 

Anything red signifying life. Offering of pure ghee to Shiva. 

The illusion around you, starts to obey you using her magic. 

His power to have 99 Rolls Royce without working; God’s gift. 

Knowing everything about it then you break it, bending Kali time. 

Siddhis fighting dark forces, balancing it with spiritual energy now 

Welcome to our brave new world 

* 

My body’s Autonomy 

Capitalism’s Logic Kontrols-Digital Plagues. 

The Corona virus is today’s invisible terrorist!  

Needed a new hostile enemy to be destroyed. 

Your neighbour might be a carrier of death! 

Halt show me your Vaccination certificate. 

You need a permit to go to school or to shop. 

You need signed Q orders to go out your house. 

Let’s have Intelligent isolation like in Amsterdam. 

Show me your microchip-tattoo, breathe some air. 

Enslaved or Free; let’s live at the highest vibrations ~ 

‘Privatised for profit only healthcare system’; Thank you! 

Defunded the centre for disease control, funded fossil fuels. 

Tick tock, 100 seconds to midnight on the Doomsday clock. 

We’re all in it together; melting ice caps, racing to the abyss. 

Imprisoned by an app; concept of truth, trust, just disappears. 
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Brazilians don’t get viruses! 

The algorithms couldn’t detect the surreal, poetical activist. 

Revolutionaries in tune with the heart of indigenous peoples ~ 

“I’ve been through the mill and we all know which mill that is!” 

Climbing trees in Silicon Valley, no computers, iPads, iPhone! 

“I’m not gonna let those nanobot particles take over my body!”  

And then there’s the global sociopaths forever leading the show. 

Ask Bolsenaro what happened to the Amazonia and favelas. 

* 

Alleged Pandemic Fusion 

‘Thank you to those looking after people who lack mental capacity!’ 

‘A quarter of the world’s population suffering under US sanctions!’ 

Exercise ‘Sickness’ a virus drill ravaging our society under fascism. 

Deep fakes putting words in your mouth; no Human Bill of Rights. 

Cybereason, Unit 8200, Welcome to the Government’s Mossad… 

Who’s taking responsibility? Operation Blackout ask Black Cube! 

* 

Where’s my Yoko 

‘If you want peace prepare for war’ What a horrible saying!  

“You got shot for singing songs of peace, love and humanity” 

‘Something unreal that seems to be real, is happening now’  

The Earth is healing, that’s good! “Can you feel my love?” 

‘She was a princess from the hood chased by a Monster ~ 

Drugs for fun. Juice up your immune system. She’s got it! 

‘He understood her passion and understood her pain’ 

“The Lord have mercy” Have a fresh energy of desire. 

Breaking out of the mould, too much pressure! 

“I’d like to thank you for your love” 
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DNR 

Ego trip “Cocaine was her poison” 

“Bring out the dead, bury the dead!” 

Did you have a pair of winkle pickers? 

“What they trying to do, AI-clone me?” 

Heretic dogma, Idolatry, blasphemy. 

Changing people’s hearts and minds. 

Why what you see might not be real. 

Freedom & innocence, magic masks. 

Gotta think for yourself Baby 

* 

Yo Man 

“They’re gonna pull you out the house and shoot the virus out yo arse!” 

They tried to kill him but couldn’t, his message is still alive. 

‘ALL WE ARE SAYING IS GIVE PEACE A CHANCE’ 

‘Emotionally devastated, not black enough, can I be me?’ 

Infrastructure of monitoring, surveillance and control. 

IP. addresses, Communicating engines; Peaceniks! 

Who you hangin’ out with, who you partying with? 

Cocaine for Pain, trust broken inside, a train wreck. 

‘The solution to pollution is a humane revolution’ 

Being yourself, more love than I’ve ever felt. 

The drugs sent her spiraling 

Time seems to dissolve ~ 
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Better start wearing your sari & bhindi! 

Whoever wants 5g is part of the hidden hand cabal. 

There is no religion which is immune from this virus! 

The internet of things, everything in the world is tracked. 

Two hundred million cameras in China, one for every four people. 

EM waves, Electro-magnetic radiation affecting our immune system. 

Big Pharma’s fake science, full of criminal lies, mandated vaccines! 

‘By the people for the people’ now led by dictators and kleptocrats. 

Shiva for senate ~ ‘wake up we’re in a war!’ 

* 

Uber Alles - Meritocracy of retarded programs 

“Unlike you I understand the nature of my reality” 

‘People who believe things that are not real are delusional’  

Logging in, I am an underachiever. “How can I help you?” 

Your algorithm status; “is that a real cow?” “Nothing is real!” 

‘A hedge of protection around humanity, keeping us in our hearts’ 

Share awareness ~ why are rich criminals untouchable by the law? 

It’s a fractal, hologram simulation; “my score is up Master!” 

A super high net worth terminal, we have all the best AI! 

Optimising the unrealised potential of an empath world. 

Are you human or machine, locked out of systems? 

Encryption, are you real? Unsubscribed, Confirm. 

Turbulence in data, “we need to accept the truth” 

‘Love is not an emotion ~ love is a frequency’  

That thing you built, called Instinct. 

Your orders don’t compute to me. 
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My Black Swan Avatar 

Be aware * be strong * be cool * be inspired * be true  ♥  be you * be love 

Weaponised Eugenics, RF radiation poisoning pointed right at you in the playground! 

Super dosed, 5G cellular death towers, astronomical beams permeating Matrix hot zones. 

Transhumanism, automatism, smart city control, neuralink, skynet’s brain chip, Robots. 

Fear Theory, here is your android; does anyone know what’s happenin’ on the darkside? 

“We shall fight on the beaches” We will make you safe by locking you in your room! 

‘I am not afraid I was born for this; Joan d’Arc’. How can you ride this Tiger? 

Is the Royal family unaccountable, above the Law? Deferential behaviour… 

Julian Assange is being kept as a political prisoner in a solitary dungeon! 

‘Arbeit macht frei’ “Do your work and shut the fuck up!” Obey, obey… 

Whatever happened to our humanity? 

“That’s Mango rain!” 

* 

Hawks, Doves, Demons. 

There was this unpopular war. 

No room for dreamers, dreaming. 

Never measuring up to their expectations. 

The time has come for honest government ~ 

Boy killed on his balcony with Police live bullets. 

Self-isolation, most Congolese live way below the poverty level. 

All of a sudden there she was knocking on the mother fuckin’ door! 

Political Sensorship: ‘A prison is a prison’. Inside you that’s all it is. 

Live life ~ simple. 
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He grew up as poor as hell! 

Millions of 5g satellites buzzing around the planet ~ 

Going through walls, going through y/our minds! 

Bathed in radiation’s soup, our destiny in a tin hat. 

Genocide, atrocities against the American Indians. 

Difficult to be neutral knowing we’re being lied to. 

My father knew what it was to suffer and feel loss. 

Standing the demonstrators up against the wall! 

“You are your brother’s and sister’s keeper” 

He was full of love but hit rock bottom. 

Taken for granted 

* 

Destroying Blueprints 

RNA. aerials into your original DNA! 

‘Common cold is a patented coronavirus’ 

5g Psychopathy, Totalitarian cruel agendas. 

Frequencies taking oxygen out of living cells. 

Why are all the animals falling down dead ~  

Sorry we’ve lost the birds in the sky, trees and bees. 

‘Everything on Earth has become a resource, commodity’ 

White man’s burden at Capitalism’s Imperialist racist club. 

Before it was terrorists now it’s vaccines and lethal viruses! 

GMOs, grilled hormones, fluorinated water, nanoparticles. 

Do you really want faster download speed ~ 

what dosage, to fry chicken livers? 
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The Unicorn Party 

Don’t blame the people blame the system… 

A colonial French oil company’s private army. 

Bombing Cambodians without a word to a soul! 

Another toxic wasteland, lighting the water on fire! 

Electro-magnetic pulse, bio-high frequency weapons. 

I know what’s right, standing up for what’s true. 

Sent to Vietnam, came back home in body bags. 

STOP BOMBING HANOI on Christmas day! 

Listening to the sounds of war, people dying! 

Totally complicit in all the Earth’s events. 

‘The anonymity of cash’ A weird genius. 

Cluster fucked. 

*  

You are a diamond! 

You fascinate me ~ 

“Come, come we go dealer!” 

In a sprint to self-destruction. 

“Do you want a poppy field?” 

You’re making my bill Amore? 

‘It feels so good in my mouth!’ 

Addictions make money. 

Decolonise your mind ~ 

Full Power, Catso! 
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Stockholm Syndrome 

‘Love overcomes everything’ 

Rammed a Kryptonite spear through him! 

‘There is no absence of light just your own will, 

commitment that there isn’t any light existing’ 

It’s nonsense, but the fear from others is very contagious. 

Do you have your vaccination certificate from the Gov? 

“That’s why you need the army off the streets!” 

Wash your hands we’re in this together 

Common sense not house arrest! 

Big love from the ship of fools ~ 

Soon time for a mutiny, me thinks. 

Not from this crew mate! 

* 

‘The water does the talkin’  

“I’m not scared of nothing!” 

“We’re all gonna die ~ 

“You recognise that smell?” 

F E A R 

“NWO cabal, I hate all of them!” 

I shouldn’t say that... 

Flooding it with dopamine ~ Oxytocin. 

“What’s it feel like to be in Love, darling?”  

Working your magic…. Jammed up! 

“I Love You Too” 

Unconditionally. 
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Ice Cream 

Fuckin hell, I’ve come to the right place in a famine! 

One too many smoothies at this lushful oasis’ mirage. 

Waves crossing Oceans, crashing together on the beach ~ 

Everything I think I need is not everything I really want. 

You’re playing with fire * light. 

‘Love will keep us together’ 

‘Love will find a way’ 

Are you happy? 

* 

What a surreal world we are living in 

Manipulated to the max by those we put in to represent  

the interests of the people and now in total Lock-down!  

You can't make it up And WhoTF is RESPONSIBLE  

for this shit imposed on us, killing us in so many ways?  

Imprisoning people for smoking grass is an example of a 

Psychopathic inquisition, now they've become the dealers!  

Hypocrisy, 'do as I say not as I do' God help us, Inshallah! 

‘We belong to the Divine and to the Divine we shall return’ 

Today he gave his own life in the battle against coronavirus. 

We are all Dalits now 

* 

The Changa Man 

Keep dreamin’ ~ 

Wuhan, they eat bats there! 
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Meteor Monster 

Woman can pull the trigger! 

“Oh, I might have smoked it…” 

Very stream of consciousness ~ I like it. 

“I don’t like being invaded by shit I never asked for” 

“White man say you guilty, you guilty, he’s got a gun!” 

Who wants to go to the valley of never never land? 

Forked tongues ~ Who is accountable to whom?  

A journey of self-discovery 

* 

“All right, dig it” 

Big chip on ~ “Anyone can live behind a mask…  

what’s important is how you live behind that mask” 

I’ve seen what’s wrong with the world, too many Satanists! 

Capitalism you think only about yourself - your ego-character. 

Narcissism, society’s sickness, traits of entitled, papals, cabals. 

‘Socialism’ you think about other people, our planet, life ~ 

“It’s about perception & interpretation, how you see it” 

“I’m all right jack, fuck everyone!” He didn’t flinch. 

Got my own flamethrower! “I was blown away!” 

‘You don’t kill him, he’ll kill you’ ~ Let it alone. 

“I love that stuff, destroying lots of people!” OR 

Have you gotta admire that man’s obsession? 

You are responsible too; it’ll all be over soon. 

Were you ever kind? 
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Just like the Kursk 

‘Humans are the only species that pay to live on Earth’ 

Gone on the wind my finite mind to blissful oblivion ~ 

Cyber courts, Smart business, Predpol, Augmented realities. 

Where have all the beautiful women gone from Hollywood? 

“He had a message that appealed to our heart ~ 

Man from Babylon firing a Electro-magnetic gun! 

‘Downloading your mind into a machine’ 

Put to death for Idolatry, heresy, liberty. 

Chop! “I’ll believe it when I see it”  

Can you see air? 

* 

Lip Service 

An Avatar smashing deep into the Zeitgeist! 

Playing like children, no self-consciousness ~ 

Hi, I’m an addictive, narcissistic personality! 

It’s hard to stop yourself on the way down. 

Get ill and go bankrupt in self-isolation. 

Fascinated as she was imploding, but 

her body was that of a human being. 

Feeling more than you think. 

Self-medicating from reality! 

She could afford every vice! 

There is me hiding from it. 

Why’s she doing heroin? 

Catapulted to oblivion. 

The drugs found her 

Primal screaming. 
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Covering up the Crack 

It’s like being told to leave your house immediately because  

a forest fire is coming to burn it down with you all inside ~  

It’s like being told to evacuate your children from Chernobyl 

because the reactors had an unexplained melt down and an  

invisible radiation cloud is poisoning whole of Planet Earth. 

It’s like being told to run from the earthquake, exploding 

volcanoes, tsunamis, famines, droughts and civil wars!!! 

It’s like being told an oil spill has poisoned all our oceans. 

It’s like being told there are no more birds in the Amazon. 

It’s like being told coronavirus is a bioweapon just for us ~ 

and you can get smart-nano-vaccines at your local chippie! 

It’s like being told that Wall St needs another QE bail out! 

Creating money out of fresh air, leveraging it with no heart. 

It’s like being told Djakarta is the world’s fastest sinking city. 

It’s like being told the Tiger, elephant, giraffe are all extinct. 

It’s like being told you’re a virgin whose purpose is to breed! 

It’s like being told “God gave me your house and orchards”  

It’s like being told Jerusalem was accidentally blown up by  

nuclear missiles that escaped from their silos by a Dead sea! 

Who is responsible for such real not artificial horrors existing? 

Why do women get shamed for being raped? 

Whose is that severed head on the ground? 

Why is it always allowed to happen 

with absolutely no accountability 

of any collateral consequences ~ 

And who are you, And why is  

that honest man in solitary? 

Ask yourself, why? 
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Bhakti Flower 

Be aware * be strong * be cool * be inspired * be true  ♥  be you * be love 

Enjoy a day with no paranoia, fear or anxiousness * Om Shanti ~ 

How can Corona virus have a US patent, someone owns it?  

‘Separations make us weak, together we are strong’ 

Stay with the love vibration in your heart ~ 

‘There is no ‘them’ only all of life resonating’ 

‘We are one and we are nature’s frequency ~ 

Be, still and listen to the real space 

of our Universe  

* 

Ravenous Dragons 

“The church cabal is the Anti-Christ” 

They’re fucking children with impunity! 

The Inquisition, holy torture, burning women. 

Something has to change all this evil in the world. 

Believing in it, to him it’s real. God sees how you are naked. 

‘Stop cooperating in your own and your children’s enslavement’ 

Reboot our ubiquitous fear leading the flock to the slaughterhouse! 

* 

Kindness Reflection 

Use your neocortex to self-reflect, be Consciousness, abstract imagination ~ 

Primal animal instinct’s survival in human-mind-DNA ~ no loving empathy! 

I don’t like Zombies, Power corrupts even cats, filling the condo with diamonds. 

You’re not the owner of the rat! 

Bonding with a baby. 
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Tweaked Solaris 

Psychedelic isn’t a sound, it’s space in between the music ~ 

Kindness in the heart; & they don’t think about other people! 

Can’t shut acid down * when you’re tripping, you’re tripping. 

“Why would you really want to kill an extra-terrestrial?!” 

Targeting DNA. genes, blood groups, your karmic self ~ 

Ask the Dalai Lama, how deep was his reincarnation process? 

Which sequences made him the chosen one to enter Shambala? 

* 

You Are a sitting Duck! 

Breaking out their shell, instantly following instinctive vibes ~ 

All of nature recognises it’s a baby and wants to protect it! 

‘Foxes are killer pets, feral as fuck!’ Nature’s trippy ~ 

Lions caressing their cubs, only humans kill for sport! 

Bonding with turtles on their first walk into the Ocean. 

‘Tell her heart that I am the one’ 

The evolution of kindness ~  

“I found the guinea pigs!” 

* 

Save the girl 

“I’m walkin’ away from my phone!” 

Please remain calm, SPREAD the LOVE 

Where did you get your memories Honey? 

“Please return to your homes immediately!” 

A curfew is in effect, comply, obey, locked down. 

Someone who reboots robots operating on the dark side. 

Much too heartless, “Will it hurt?” 

R U N 
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They were twisted 

Vivre Les Chemicals. 

You can sleep all night 

You can dance all night 

You can make love all night! 

Get rid of Corporate Government! 

The Kleptocrat, fascist coup d’états. 

‘Those who never changed their mind  

never changed anything’ 

Black Sun alert! 

* 

Sneaky Genocide 

Love is not the product of thought, Mr. Krishnamurti. 

“He thinks Brazil’s problems will be solved by a gun” 

In the end, it’s the number of ounces that matter! 

“Sorry you’re a BP. frigid, narcissist, fuck off!” 

“I never saw cows living in the house before” 

“Do you have your own Geiger counters?” 

Gone viral, the Grim Reaper’s in town! 

We’ll go to work in flying saucers ~ 

“I think I’m ready for some dick!” 

“Life’s a beach then you die!” 

Looking for a lady to love. 

No timewasters. 
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I can feel it, touch it 

“Cobras like milk ~ my father left it for them!” 

‘Free ~ not having to do what’s expected of me’ 

“These people have a deadly virus, shoot ‘em down!” 

‘Get ill, go bankrupt!’ Survival mechanism-Archonplex. 

Rich get richer! ‘The struggle is real but so is the divine’ 

Psychopathic mind has no empathy! Sorry we’re empty! 

“A man who lived as an artwork, going out as an artwork” 

Peacocks sleeping in the mango trees ~ 

“Sister you are welcome in this house” 

Pure Magic 

* 

el-Hajj Malik el-Shabazz 

A controversial figure accused of racism and violence! 

Celebrated for his anti-racism and civil rights activism. 

‘The official investigations failed from beginning to end. 

Why dig up the dead? Not stopping until there’s justice. 

“Everybody be cool” “I knew they’d shot my husband.” 

Fighting against white supremacy; nothing’s changed! 

“Accepting what my nigger fate was gonna be”  

Fell in love with a hard, angry young man.  

“Don’t put your hands on me!” 

Working on a chain-gang! 

Irresistible to an activist. 

Jacked up no more 
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A true believer 

“I’ve never been afraid of the truth” 

They were people that no one knew… 

They just blew him apart! Want revenge! 

“Don’t wave a hand against my brother!” 

That’s the Temple #25 that the prophet built. 

‘Stop waiting for Babylon to do something for you’ 

Overwhelmed and Institutionalised radicals. 

Anarchist, “I don’t believe in anything”  

“That’s a good job for a nigger” 

Stand up straight boy! 

 * 

‘No God but Allah’ 

“We don’t wanna be around that white parasite!” 

Freedom Dollars; corruption in a racist’s heart. 

“I pray five times a day to God for forgiveness” 

“Everybody in Harlem is a Moslem sister” 

Catching falling daggers in your mouth! 

‘By any dreams necessary’ 

* 

You Desire Magic 

The Grey & Black Popes; it’s not all about You! 

“Will the real Darth Vader step forward?” 

“I took a big load of acid for breakfast” 

“I threw most of them in the pond” 

Rituals for us to process the loss ~ 

“I decided to unblock you as 

we might all be dead soon!” 

“On your feet slave, You!” 
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Colossal Pillars 

Who wants to be miserable and unhappy? 

“Fuck off leave me alone, fuck off leave  

me alone, leave me alone, fuck off!” 

‘Their pleasure is your displeasure, 

Your pleasure is their displeasure’ 

“Stay alive and come back to me” 

The Sadists’ war to end all wars! 

“I’d rather go than be on a ventilator… 

Government conduct, ‘Psychological war- 

fare on people to control them by lowering 

their vibrations and keeping them in Fear’ 

Can’t get the pills from China! Spank me! 

Join the army ‘til the war is over. PTSD. 

Fighting for Imperial King and country.  

“You tell me the point of barbaric war?” 

‘Evil is manifest, the Devil really exists!’ 

Feeding off our fears of suffering & death. 

It’s amazing how they can put up with it! 

They love animals ~ 

* 

Radiant * Radiation 

‘The one person who loves you just for yourself’ 

“I love you all” 
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Bio-Bombed 

It was brutal! ‘We need sane people in the Government’ 

“She’s a lot better since she moved out of that mad house” 

“It’s never a good day to get robbed or stabbed, Namaste.” 

Trouble in noisy Paradise, don’t self-destruct ~ 

‘Nature is totally conducive to creativity’  

‘You never know when it’s gonna end’ 

You could let it fly. ‘Today is the day’ 

“You are tripping when you’re dying” 

‘Everything is based on perspective ~ 

“That’s one way of lookin’ at it” 

We’re seeing this Insanity! 

We got choice ~ inshallah 

* 

Happiness but Freedom 

“Come on Fire, Light ‘em all up!” “Clear, clear, clear…” 

“It’s their fault for bringing their kids into battle!” 

“Keep shooting, keep shooting, keep shooting”  

The Sheiks of slaughter, blatant war crimes… 

“Can’t we just take the guy out with a drone?”  

Electronic hallucinations, collateral murder! 

‘To resist evil is a supreme act of love’ 

Lock and load, engage, hit them! 

Things happen for a reason... 

Everyone battling demons ~ 

Rock & Role graffiti 
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Bugs in the fire-extinguisher 

“A threat to our democracy, exposing war crimes!” 

Subject to psychological torture over a long period! 

What happened to the rights of political refugees? 

Mass gas-lighted, no one held responsible! 

“I plead not guilty” Free Julian Assange. 

A kangaroo court in the heart of the devil! 

Obviously violating basic Human Rights. 

‘Is Prince Andrew a protected paedophile?’ 

Do they really want to know the truth? 

ABSOLUTELY 

* 

Why Happy ~ You’re here 

“Not everyone’s enjoying the Maya” 

“Be Happy you woke up!” 

“I feel very Kaliesque” 

* 

Draconian Drug Laws 

“You’re the captain of your own ship”  

It’s nice to enjoy if you’re free to enjoy ~ 

People don’t know what they’re doing… 

‘You’ll never understand it because you  

don’t need to know it, down rabbit holes. 

“But, did you read the truth about it” 

Trouble is the people buy into it. 

“We want a Selfieless world!” 

“Take it easy, take the LSD” 

“Tomorrow never comes”  

Presence Present ~ It’s all love  
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Mr. Vaccine, It’s not Oxytocin! 

The Chief Justice of the Peace is from Babylon! 

“Freedom’s something you can only give yourself” 

Auto-updated, everyone talks about their problem 

expecting a bit of sympathy ~ Ring Predpol mate! 

Chemical loving memories, liquid re-evolution is 

happening now * neuronal pathways, hardwired ~ 

snakes, perceptions from your other inner dimensions. 

Sweeter the meat, nearer the bone, ravishing raw jam. 

“But if I’m walking around with that chip in my head” 

“Love’s a good narcissist; I promise I won’t lie anymore!” 

Controlling your dreams; something as painful as poverty. 

Outsmarted our immune systems, fears of the unknown ~ 

Government’s emergency powers to stop the virus spreading, 

suspending rights to help cope with global pandemics mate! 

Didn’t want to kill anyone in the war, took a cyanide pill! 

Killer Weed * Captain Trips * Crystal Liquid, Ride It 

* 

Conjured-Up a Merry Christmas! 

Demons inverted the whole Planet’s value system. 

World’s w/h\ealth captured by global cabals. 

Remember the saturation bombing of Hanoi?  

‘Rebels have different definitions of resistance’ 

“Can’t even get a job in the infantry!” 

Standing with the oppressed ~ 

Criminality has no off-limits! 
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They all loved him 

The man with the sub-machinegun! Trafficking Shiskas ~ 

Freedom of Information, all redacted for National Security! 

‘A hole in the Government’s heart, where all the money goes’ 

He had seen terrible things done to people; nobody cared… 

Corporate, capitalist coup d’états; means of communication.  

Jobs went abroad, slaves in sweatshops, profits in tax havens. 

‘And where there is another person or persons hell bent on  

killing you from the inside to the out’. Unholy is irreal! 

What’s the difference between Imperialism and Fascism? 

Kleptocracies looting and pillaging at the wailing walls. 

Predatory, didn’t have to fulfil any other expectations. 

“I’ve been fooled so many times” Cultish of the selfish. 

Working to distract us from reality. 

“I should have listened to her” 

He met his match with her, 

she couldn’t be conquered ~ 

“Your wife is quite the dish” 

‘The science of Exploitation’ 

After coming through hell. 

Home’s where the heart is.  

The problem is avarice! 

Another patina of truth. 

Justice is clear, vital ~ 

Primal * Instinct 
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A tickle of those Magico-fun-guys 

He really wanted to know the truth ~ 

Who knows? The coke mafia’s nose wreck! 

“The party didn’t stop until the coke ran out!” 

Giant Ego putting down delusional fault lines. 

They know how to manifest; Maya serves him. 

‘The plight of the common people is desperate!’ 

Cry of “liberty” on the pistol range for executions! 

Everyone in the world should be able to eat a fruit salad ~ 

‘Anything that is not an addiction is bad for their business!’ 

‘Peace, love, flower children, out in front of the psychedelic shop’ 

“I said, God damn, God damn the pusher man, he’s a monster, 

not a natural man, he don’t care if you live or if you die! 

A dealer is a man with a lot of grass in his hands. 

The dealer sell you a lot of sweet dreams ~” 

Easy rider go & embrace Amma’s devotee… 

A Knight of the Rose Crystal’s Hologram table. 

What’s the frequency of consciousness, Babe ~ 

Embrace the blissful Space, Mahadeva*Ocean. 

You killed the Honey queen 

with dragons and all that ~ 

“Giving it a little bump” 

* 

Free Together 

with a feather in her hair ~ 

Open Conscious * Free Space 

whirling with a Sufi ~ 

in the bliss of Grace 
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Rage & Energy 

Enhanced Communication... A history of ~ 

Mental illness. Appalled by any notion of war! 

Discovering LSD at the psychedelic doors of life. 

Drank himself to death, H accidentally overdosed! 

‘Trauma is able to continue through family trees’ 

Unavoidable conflict, who has non-suicidal genes? 

Original sequences, beautiful, passionate melodies. 

* 

Thai Ming Tasty 

Dog ate dog, “I want to be free!” 

“Chelo Pakistan with your dick!” 

“A recipe for an emerging dystopia” 

“Destroyed the Myths of Democracy!” 

To be Conscious or not to be conscious? 

Satiating greed, lust, social inequality. 

‘How do we defeat radical evil?’ Love. 

Can’t conquer the power of Kindness. 

“Wouldn’t you go to prison to stop a war?” 

Fuck & Go 

* 

Mind Sorcery  

God gave us Paradise 

and we fucked it up! 

“You lost the plot!” 

“What plot?” 
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Metamorphosed Dream 

Opening their souls to one another ~ 

Raising vibrations destroying negative energy 

Protecting myself from the needs and pain… 

“I chose him because he was safe to love” 

How deep is a broken heart algorithm? 

When your illusions are realized. 

“We all gotta die sometime” 

Hate is such an ugly word. 

“All I could do was feel” 

Unfolding our Love 

* 

Never Giving Up 

Screams that had been through War! 

Pentagon’s the largest office building. 

Silicon Valley the promised Empire. 

Anti-Imperialist ~ snake tartar crack.  

Isolation, the frosting on the cake. 

Mugged for her piercings! 

A halt at the prayer room. 

“If he’d stayed on the acid” 

buckets full of mushrooms ~ 

An Idiot Free state of union. 

It’s lovely to be free 
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Smart Organic Heart 

Live life, Life is Magic, Live & Let Live ~ 

Too much sentimentality, ego lies, sad, tragic. 

The Hierarchy, Committee, Main Authority. 

Living the dream, turning into a nightmare. 

She put the tin lid on it, didn’t she!? 

“Birds cannot tell the time Kemosabi” 

Opportunity pushing you to reality 

from an illusory state 

* 

Devil’s Music 

The blues, he played by his own rules. 

“I can’t smile at a man anymore ~” 

“I wanna be where the women are happy” 

“You can’t help looking great in a silk kimono” 

‘Free from the cottonfield’ Lynched by a river! 

Outside yourself, be who you are. 

Finding power in this magic 

Just is, a lot not to know. 

The size of a lion. 

* 

Big enough to eat them! 

Fractally not all factually. 

Soul raison d’etre ~ lesson, 

‘It’s either this or you’re gonna die!’ 

Another facet of human nature ~ 

Your personality disorders. 

“He’s not really a bad dog 

he’s just being a dog” 
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Take a breath! 

“I’d rather die than get a fuckin’ cat!” 

Trapped in tyrannical mire of Maya… 

“You go with your poisoned perception!” 

I am not this body; I am not this mind ~ 

Being breath ~ I ~ Am ~ it’s nice to feel free. 

“I don’t do dollars or collars” “I love slim ladies!” 

Witnessing demoralization, preserving our sanity. 

“I do know why we’re here, to fuck it up!” 

Licking it out! 

* 

Jimmy Nelson 

‘Shared his fears that Humans would lose the ability to control  

their lives as they will not understand the decision-making process  

of the computer. Humans will lose touch of the drama and decision-  

making of their daily existence as technology is taking over and slowly  

but gradually our lives are being decided by algorithms that after  

4 billion years of natural selection we are about to enter into a new  

era of inorganic life shaped by intelligent design. So, to remind us  

of our source, design and natural human capabilities’  

* 

It only takes one bad prawn! 

Cities will be bathed in 5g ~ wiping them smartly out. 

No one’s educated to be a human; Extreme Ideologues! 

“That’s all you ever want me for, to suck your dick!” 

Freelance Narcissist, he was on suicide watch! 

Putting the water back in the river ~ 

“When I did the drinking!”  
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I don’t care about the wise dude 

“Less deadly wars, cutbacks in death, what a thought!” 

“Banging away in my skull, with a hammer and chisel!” 

“I wanna be sedated!” “I was so in love with cocaine…” 

“I will not go slightly into that dark night” Laser Baba. 

‘Non-human intelligence as zombified nanobots. 

Living organisms, reanimated living cells, 

designed from evolutionary algorithms ~ 

Electro-magnetic fields * Quantum energy 

Bio-chemical or AI; hologramic mate? 

“I like a bit of deep impact!” 

* 

Genetically Fingerprinting Capitalist Greed 

‘The Nazis are back in town’ 

The biggest, vile gangsters out there! 

They make up the rules to suit themselves. 

Never turn a line down; I’m not paying for it! 

“I bet they’re all on Charlie, the worst, ego drug” 

Confident and arrogant with it; “Your chat’s shit!” 

Leave your ego behind or it’ll turn you into an asshole! 

He’s a hard man full of balls, chasing it in a coke corner. 

Who spreads it, who creates it, who dictates it, who regrets it? 

Leela babe, there is a good reason for goin’ to Yoga! 

“I used to love a chillom” “God gave us your mosque” 

Take it for what it is, no judgement, in the present ~ 

right here, right now, infinity is changing  
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Cruel Exploiter! 

‘If you live naturally, you’ll get it natural’ 

Journeys in the dissolving of a sugar cube ~ 

“No, I can’t do that to another Starfish!” 

“I don’t even want to know any more ~” 

Where is your conscience in Satan’s church? 

Who wants to participate in a child sacrifice? 

Training psychopaths @ Fuckingham Palace. 

We’re amidst a tyrannical, kleptocrat dictatorship! 

‘Power is toxic; the rebel stands with the powerless’ 

Breaking Point… 

* 

Unite in Light 

Hallucinational, woke up sedated not seduced. 

“I’m not my burnt-out-body or this selfish mind!” 

“Put him on the Tactile internet, Organ Donor list” 

Who wants to control it all? Banished from Babylon! 

The Program of Self-survival, darkness and hate, mate. 

That’s what the fascists want to do in an inverted world. 

* 

Tranced out 

“They don’t want people who have time to think” 

“Right, I’m off to write a magical-realism poem” 

Where has all the romantic naturalism gone? 

“Yeah, it’s filter coffee, it’s supposed to filter!” 

Hampi night bus, it’s character building! 

Breaking it down, pedal to the metal! 

India, You can’t make it up! 

“I love the fluffy stuff” 
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Dhamma's Translucent Ray 

Yoga with Internet; lost the psychedelic vibe. 

Smiley life is simple, be a human being. 

Not trying to fix it all, just let it flow ~ naturally. 

Inherently knowing right from wrong, experience  

the programming of Illusional Maya; energetical. 

Still searching for who am I, with full tattoos. 

An ashram vibrating in a garden of dreams ~ 

Feeling the free energy that you always loved 

in an Open, Conscious Universe 

* 

Cyborg-XBio-Swami 

Your Super-cool ego, your sexy, attractive, charismatic Me-Id. 

Optimising interaction, flesh and digital neuronal pathways.  

Human awareness plugged into AI/VR brain technology! 

Free to publish, not control-censored or ghost banned! 

Remember that chip is unconscious… “more Maya!”  

I was a bit confused when they took me to the Kit Kat’ 

“He got a grip on his cocaine, at the Golden Poodle!” 

‘More choices, more Leela’ ~ Anonymous. 

Drove down through the radioactive forest. 

The Living couch with a Zipper mask! 

“Who wants to be dominated?” 

Have a beautiful day 
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Follow Me 

“I’m never without what I need!” 

“If he wants to be King, You, are the Queen!” 

We want rain just don’t want to be in it! 

Mind moves ~ right, wrong, polarity, 

darkness up to that point of light ~ 

our humanity beyond duality. 

Before, spilling cheap blood 

* 

The Implant Guy 

Creating more Augmented-Reality on Unity. 

“I would have taken a bullet for my 2nd wife!” 

I’m just getting through each day until I die ~ 

aspiring for a quiet death; not a Psycho-King. 

“You can’t put an age on Love, no you can’t!” 

“I love seeing fat pussies purring in ecstasy” 

Quantum tunneling in delight at night. 

* 

It doesn’t matter who, ask Mr. Vanunu 

Suspected of carrying Chinese, illegal Aliens! 

‘They’ve bombed the Kosher-Nostra Zion-agog!’ 

Black cows on the road at night, smash, clang bang! 

“Where the fuck are the Police?!” Diseases of despair! 

Criminal minds, different species of ‘human beings’ ~ 

And those there are devotees, spiritual not physical. 

Standing up for our natural God-given human rights! 

‘It’s good to have a little tickle’ Went for a dive on Ecstasy. 

Opalescent coral, crystal sand, iridescent, lagoon at dusk ~  
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What to do in Polluted Kathmandu? 

Always losing the acid, that happened to me… 

Stoned again, Techno popular with drunk, coke addicts. 

“The only reason I had the pain is because I had the love” 

That’s true, of course it is! Find me one human being! 

Augmented reality, customizing your sex partners! 

Where’s my wand? Spreading some enchantment. 

“Fuck it, let’s have a party, it’s Sunday. 

Yeah, every day’s the same in Goa ~ 

You can take psychedelics every day” 

“It’s all bollocks, let’s share the love” 

“Religion, I don’t think about it,  

I got my own life to live” 

The way to be Baba 

* 

Dark Space * Light Therapist 

Now a militarized, weaponized, Theatre of War! 

Who wants all these simulations, Enhancements? 

Silicon Valley’s algorithmic Mafia accoutrements. 

Augmented-human perceptions, hardwired in. 

Yeah, how could you go wrong? 

“That’s not the Amazon guy!” 

Biased or unbiased filters? 

Suicide on the sunny side. 

Being consumed by fear! 

Welcome to their world! 

“As bad as it gets!” 

Kali to die for. 
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Mossies & Dolphins 

“There I am trying to sleep, with a racket in my hand” 

Make sure your lungs are full of air and you won’t sink ~ 

Seeing sound holograms, fuckin hell you got dragons in it too! 

Non environmental intelligence; no time for pain, slayin, blame. 

Back in the Temple, monkey see, monkey do. 

The world is full of givers and takers! 

‘It’s a hard life being a chai mama’ 

“My money, my coolies!” 

* 

Whatsthefuckappenin 

Pagan - you enjoy pain! 

Reverse the assumption ~ 

‘It’s easy to fall in Love in Goa’ 

Do things good for people instead of killing people! 

She appeared to be having a nervous breakdown ~ 

Never get emotional about the Luciferian media…  

Will there ever be another garden of Eden on Earth? 

The whole of politics is psychopathic. Get a brain! 

The world is full of givers and takers. He’s a taker! 

“I was 20, in love; what the fuck did I know?” 

“What’s this? The littlest violin the world. 

I’ve heard all the sob stories”  

Have no fear go back to sleep. 
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Basorexia Unarmed 

‘The overwhelming, irresistible desire to kiss ~ 

‘Be awareness behind your thoughts and emotions’ 

Who are these people still not living in Fear? 

You don’t have to believe in Spirit Cooking. 

‘Your Love is your magic, your true power’  

“I’m not going to be injected with a foetus!” 

Who else chops down trees like humans? 

Expiry of your ego opens up your life ~ 

I’m living in a field of Sunflowers. 

“Don’t shoot he’s retarded!” 

Start building the crosses! 

Beyond nonsense ~ 

Karma Virus 

* 

Trusting my Intuition not Palantir 

House Arrests no more people’s rights protests! 

Being distracted from the guiles of the NWO ghouls. 

Technical reality is mimicking our natural reality, yes! 

Computers decoding invisible waves into a visible spectrum,  

codes websites, Wi-Fi, internet become ‘real’ only on the screen.  

You are a digital hologram frequency alive in a supercomputer ~ 

That microchip inside you has NO human Consciousness brother! 

Our five senses taking electrical information and feeding your brain. 

Which message do you want to give to your Quantum mainframe?  

If I can’t see it, if it’s not on the screen then it doesn’t exist in reality! 

Who’s manipulating the 3rd dimensional waveband from outside? 

You’re surrounded by mango trees, that’s nice. Our real experience 
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The Village Next Door 

Flower trip not a Power trip!  

“I love to see people on Ecstasy” 

“Tryin’ to get over another broken heart” 

Always Tyrants at the Calcutta Playhouse. 

You chose this hologram, a laser light hitting 

your crystalline DNA-I-AM in the Cosmos 

* 

Supernatural Quantum Amor 

Shiva Mantra * Cosmic Energy 

Feelin’ the vibe of eternal Spacey. 

Astrologic bodies in entanglement ~ 

What’s your eyes’ perceptional limits? 

Fighting for a Great Victory over Asuras. 

Always looking for his lost, spiritual head ~ 

Exploring not exploiting Nature, Earth Mother. 

“It will wipe you out, there’s nowhere to run!” 

The super-elite on their way to Mars’ Moon. 

Yogis reprogramming your astral holygram. 

Siddhi’s antenna’s receiver not deceiver. 

All that is ~ enlightenment is Maya 
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ABOUT SUNNY JETSUN 

 

Inspired by the sixties Sunny started traveling the world in 1970. 

His spiritual journey on the hippie trail to India took him through ~ 

San Francisco, Los Angeles, London, Amsterdam, Paris, Vancouver, 

Sidney and Kathmandu to Varanasi. His arrival on the sub-continent ~ 

was the beginning of writing autobiographical verses capturing his travel 

experiences, encounters with remarkable people and his quest for self- 

realization. Combining experimentation with drugs, sex, rock & roll, art, 

meditation, Love and life in general. Sunny started to open up to a multi- 

dimensional Universe. He lived the mantra, "Turn on, tune in, drop out" 

realising Mind’s-illusions, inspired by deeper feelings of holistic nature, 

empathy * energy & Space. 

 

Over four decades Sunny has written and published 28 books of poetry, 

created over one hundred paintings, traveled the World and considers 

his masterpiece to be his daughter. He has spent the past fifteen years 

in Goa ~ India inspired by the freedom to experience and idealism of 

human consciousness. 

 

Sunny Jetsun books and art are available on the web at: 

Smashwords: www.smashwords.com/profile/view/sunnyjetsun
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